Terms about Speaking & Stuttering!

1. Repetitions
2. Blocks
3. Prolongations
4. Long Pauses

These are examples of ________________. (Types of stuttering)

5. Avoiding or Not Talking
6. Talking too Fast or Slow
7. Talking without enough air
8. Lack of Eye Contact
9. Using Fillers to start a word

These are examples of ________________. (Behaviors to cope with Stuttering)

10. Brain
11. Ears
12. Voice Box/Larynx
13. Tongue
14. Teeth
15. Lungs
16. Diaphragm

These are ________________. (Parts of your Speech Machine)

17. Easy Starts/Onsets
18. Light Contacts
20. Pausing
21. Chunking or Phrasing
22. Forward Flow
23. Cancellation
24. Pullout

These are ________________. (Strategies to manage Tension & Timing)
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